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Parents of children with chronic illnesses face many stressors on multiple fronts as a result of their child’s care needs. Posttraumatic growth is positive psychological outcomes of stress for those who have experienced a traumatic event, such as the diagnosis of a child with a chronic illness. While much is known about the challenges of caring for a child with a chronic condition, there is little research on these parent’s growth outcomes. Of the research that does exist, much focuses on internal predictors of posttraumatic growth, such as personality characteristics. The purpose of this study is to begin to investigate the connections between community belonging and the posttraumatic growth experiences of parents of children with chronic illnesses. This study was conducted using both quantitative analysis with the Posttraumatic Growth Inventory (PTGI; Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1996) and the Perceived Community Support Questionnaire (PCSQ; Herreo & Garcia, 2007), which were completed by parents, and qualitative analysis which included child life specialists’ observations of the role of creating community within the hospital and parents’ growth experiences. While total PTGI and PCSQ scores were not significantly correlated, correlations between the Community
Integration dimension of the PCSQ and certain factors of the PTGI suggest that greater community integration is positively related to new possibilities, personal strength, and appreciation of life. Child life specialists’ responses suggested that creating community through hospital programming contributes to parents’ growth experiences.
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CHAPTER I

THE EFFECTS OF COMMUNITY SUPPORT ON POSTTRAUMATIC GROWTH OUTCOMES FOR PARENTS OF CHILDREN WITH CHRONIC ILLNESS

Abstract

Parents of children with chronic illnesses face many stressors on multiple fronts as a result of their child’s care needs. Posttraumatic growth is positive psychological outcomes of stress for those who have experienced a traumatic event, such as the diagnosis of a child with a chronic illness. While much is known about the challenges of caring for a child with a chronic condition, there is little research on these parent’s growth outcomes. Of the research that does exist, much focuses on internal predictors of posttraumatic growth, such as personality characteristics. The purpose of this study is to begin to investigate the connections between community belonging and the posttraumatic growth experiences of parents of children with chronic illnesses. This study was conducted using both quantitative analysis with the Posttraumatic Growth Inventory (PTGI; Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1996) and the Perceived Community Support Questionnaire (PCSQ; Herreo & Garcia, 2007), which were completed by parents, and qualitative analysis of child life specialists’ observations of the role of creating community within the hospital and parents’ growth experiences. While total PTGI and PCSQ scores were not significantly correlated, correlations between the community integration dimension of the PCSQ and certain factors of the PTGI suggests that greater community integration is
positively related to new possibilities, personal strength, and appreciation of life. Child life specialists’ responses suggested that creating community through hospital programming contributes to parents’ growth experiences.

**Introduction**

Parenting a child with a chronic illness or disability can be a source of continuous stress (Itzhaky & Schwartz, 2000). Families of children with chronic conditions face unique challenges on the physical, financial, emotional, family and social levels (Branstetter, Domian, Williams, Graff, & Piamjariyakul, 2008; Itzhaky & Schwartz). These challenges are noticeably above and beyond the stressors faced by parents of typically developing healthy children and are often unexpected and unpredictable (Branstetter et al.). The multiple challenges can cause parents to experience depressive symptoms (Fauman et al., 2011), chronic grief (George, Vickers, Wilkes, & Barton, 2007.), and levels of stress high enough to negatively affect parenting (Pedersen, Parsons, & Dewey, 2004).

The experience of trauma can elicit painful emotional responses such as posttraumatic stress symptoms (Barakat, Alderfer, & Kazak, 2006; Connerty & Knott, 2013; Salter & Stallard, 2004), posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD; Li, Cao, Cao, Wang, & Cui, 2012; Salter & Stallard, 2004), and other threats to mental health (Toubman-Ben-Ari, Findler, & Kuint, 2010). In the last study, comparisons of three groups of mothers who had recently given birth were compared on several aspects of mental health and support (Toubman-Ben-Ari, Findler, & Kuint). Mothers of preterm twins reported more
negative outcomes of the associated stress compared to mothers of full-term twins and single babies. These responses included lower levels of mental health on a mental health inventory and more negative feelings toward their infant in a study on preterm twins.

However, despite the difficulties it brings, trauma can also lead to positive responses. In fact, in the same study on mother’s responses after giving birth, mothers of preterm twins reported the highest levels of growth despite experiencing more negative feelings (Toubman-Ben-Ari, Findler, & Kuint, 2010). In fact, many who report struggling with their trauma experience also report growth (Barakat et al., 2006; Connerty & Knott, 2013; Konrad, 2006; Li et al., 2012; Phelps et al.). This apparent posttraumatic growth (PTG) is defined as an individual’s experience of positive life changes as a result of a traumatic event (Dekel & Nuttman-Schwartz, 2009; Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1996). While related, PTG is not the same as resiliency, as resiliency refers to a return to the previous level of functioning and growth refers to an improvement in some area (Li et al., 2012).

Post-Traumatic Growth

It may seem counterintuitive for these positive outcomes to occur alongside the great stress that accompanies trauma. But, some studies (Li et al.; Salter & Stallard, 2004) have even found that PTG and PTSD can coexist. The experience of stress actually seems to be important for the type of rumination, the process of questioning previously held beliefs or world views which were challenged by the individual’s traumatic experience (Tedeschi, Calhoun, & Cann, 2007), which makes growth possible (Calhoun
& Tedeschi, 2006; Taku, Tedeschi, Cann, & Calhoun, 2009). When one experiences trauma, often their trauma experience does not fit with their previously held views of the world (Splevins, Cohen, Bowley, & Joseph, 2010), including any beliefs an individual had about the world, such as a belief in a just world or their own luck (Spelvins et al.).

Individual’s previous assumptions about themselves, about others, and about the predictability of the world are often challenged (Splevins et al., 2010). The individuals must attempt to bridge the gap between their previously held views and their trauma and post-trauma experience (Splevins et al.; Tedeschi & Calhoun 1995, 2004). It is through this cognitive and affective struggle to make sense of the experience, not the trauma experience itself, that PTG occurs (Barr, 2011; Benetato, 2011; Connerty & Knott, 2013; Splevins et al., 2010).

PTG has also been reported in parents of children facing medical challenges (Barr, 2011, Engelkemeyer & Marwit, 2008; Li et al., 2012). One study on parents of children in a neonatal intensive care unit found that guilt-proneness in fathers was related to posttraumatic growth, though this relationship was mediated by positive-reappraisal coping (Barr). Positive reappraisal coping seems naturally related to growth as it balances stress with the belief of personal growth, reorganizing priorities, or changes in spiritual beliefs. Positive reappraisal coping was the strongest predictor of growth for both mothers and fathers in this study. In this same study, and inverted-U relationship was found between shame-proneness and growth for mothers meaning that moderate levels of shame-proneness were related to growth. Li et al. found that parents of children undergoing corrective surgery for congenital heart disease were more likely to experience
growth if they had optimistic self-beliefs and high emotional intelligence. In this study, feelings of self-efficacy and perceived social support also had an indirect influence on growth. Parents also reported resilience and PTG after other health crises involving their children such as having of preterm twins (Taubman-Ben-Ari, Findler, & Kuint, 2010) or having a child diagnosed with cancer (Barakat, Alderfer, & Kazak, 2006; Rosenberg, Baker, Syrjala, Back, & Wolfe, 2013; Yonemoto, Kamibeppu, Ishii, & Tatezaki, 2012). Bereaved parents have also reported experiencing PTG (Engelmeyer & Marwit). However, in this last study, grief intensity was found to have a negative correlation with PTG.

Support systems seem to play a role in facilitating the occurrence of PTG. Some believe coping efforts will often be played out in a social context (Li et al., 2012, Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1998). Relationships seem to be an important resource to facilitate growth after trauma (Connerty & Knott, 2013; Toubman-Ben-Ari, et al., 2010). Toubman-Ben-Ari et al., found that women with more external resources, such as support, experience more growth. Discussing the experience of trauma with others has been shown to increase the likelihood of PTG, whether the individual actually had the desire to disclose information, as reported by the participants (Taku et al., 2009). The reaction of the other person was shown to be important, however, as those who experienced encouragement, listening, or mutual exposure experienced more PTG. This study also found that mutual disclosure had a positive correlation with PTG and a negative correlation with distress. Some also view their trauma experience as something
that allows them to reach out and help others in similar situations, and this seems to positively influence PTG as well (Connerty & Knott; Johnson et al., 2009).

Professionals may also help facilitate growth. Providing supportive listening may provide individuals with an opportunity to identify support in their lives and give opportunities for growth (Konrad, 2006). Also, encouraging the individual who has experienced the trauma to share their story through life narrative may be valuable to the professionals, as it can help identify the individual’s growth process. Professionals should not explicitly tell their patients to expect positive change or pressure them to find these positive outcomes, as not all individuals who have survived trauma experience PTG and this could actually be harmful to patients (Connerty & Knott, 2013). This could cause patients to feel distressed if they do not experience growth.

Community Support and Belonging

According to Gasparini (2010), belonging is perceived to be vital to an individual’s life and for feelings of certainty. Through interactions with groups such as family, organizations, and larger communities belonging shifts from the individual to the group, and vice-versa. Belonging influences actions through feelings of attachment to the various dimensions of belonging. Communities may consist of neighborhoods, cultural groups, religious organizations, sports teams, or other social groups (Herrero & Garcia, 2007). Community may provide an individual with resources such as information and exposure to alternative means of support. Involvement in the community may lead to increased social support, as it results in more opportunities interactions with others and
the formation of more relationships. Community involvement has been shown to increase feelings of empowerment (Itzhaky & Schwartz, 2000). Similarly, community support has been shown to result in less depression over time (Herrero & Garcia).

Interpersonal support and community belonging can have positive effects after a traumatic experience. Social support may allow individuals to reinterpret the situation and, as a result, improve their psychological well-being (Scrignaro et al., 2011). After a child’s disabling injury or illness, mothers expressed the need for others, including family, community, and professionals, to acknowledge the difficult emotions parents experience (Konrad, 2006). A source of mutual support may be others who lived through the trauma (Johnson et al., 2009). Refugees who had been targeted due to their cultural group in their country of origin report that, because their trauma was not uncommon, it was seen as a shared experience. This social support seemed to normalize the experience and increase feelings of group belonging and cultural identity. Seeing others overcome the trauma may also have provided them with a sense of hope.

Dekel and Nuttman-Schwartz (2009) revealed that when comparing growth between individual’s in two communities, one with especially strong community involvement, the research suggests that a stronger sense of belonging to one’s country contributes to higher posttraumatic growth. For members of the community with high community involvement, belonging seemed to reduce stress symptoms. The study found that belonging allows individual’s opportunities to cope by reducing isolation, normalizing the trauma, and encouraging healing. This suggests that individuals who have experienced trauma may be more likely to experience growth by creating
connections with others, whether this is on a national, community, neighborhood, or other level.

One way to ensure parents have access to such a community environment is through the creation of support groups. Support groups provide opportunities for understanding, meaning-making, expression of feelings, and becoming a meaningful source of support for other group members (Papaikonomou, 2007). Support groups can also normalize parent’s experiences as they hear stories from other parents which are similar to their own experience (Papaikonomou). Providing parents the opportunity to connect with other parents in similar situations can allow for both information sharing and emotional support (Coyne, 1995; Wei et al., 2012). Support groups are different than other types of community support because the support is intentional and, at least to some extent, structured (Papaikonomou).

Support groups have been shown to be of value to parents and caregivers in stressful experiences, such as a child’s illness (Papaikonomou, 2007; Thurman, Jarabi, & Rice, 2012; Wei et al., 2012). In a study involving caregivers of orphaned or otherwise vulnerable children in Kenya, those who participated in support groups reported less marginalization and improved family functioning (Thurman, Jarabi, & Rice). In a case study of parents of a child who had been diagnosed with cancer, the parents noted that the support group they attended allowed them to connect with other parents who truly understood their situation (Papaikonomou, 2007). Support groups for caregivers of intellectually disabled family members have also been improve parents’ physical and psychological health, decrease depression, decrease anxiety, and increase social,
emotional and informational support (Wei et al, 2012). With technology, it is possible to provide parents some of the benefits of support groups even they cannot physically attend such groups. Online health communities have been linked to better understanding of and access to medical information, social support, and patient empowerment for those with illnesses (Johnston, Worrell, Di Gangi, & Wasko, 2013). It seems likely that parents of children with illnesses would receive many of the same benefits.

In fact, in a study of parents of adolescents with type 1 diabetes, their needs and preferences relating to an online support resource, parents felt they would benefit from an online social support (Holtslander, Kornder, Lerourneau, Turner, & Paterson, 2012). Parents in this study noted that not all parents are able to attend support groups but still wanted a place where they could share their experiences and talk to other parents who could understand to their experiences. Another option for initially providing supportive communities for parents of children with chronic illnesses would be organizing a parent-to-parent support system, in which a parent who has more experience caring for a child with a chronic illness is connected with a parent of a recently diagnosed child to act as somewhat of a guide or mentor. Parent-to-parent support has been shown to reduce anxiety in mothers of children with chronic illnesses (Ireys, Chernoff, DeVet, & Kim, 2001).

**Theoretical Framework**

Bioecological Theory (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, 1989) provides a useful framework for investigating the connections between community belonging and posttraumatic
growth. This theory acknowledges the connections between human development and the various settings in which a person is either directly or indirectly connected (Kazak, 1989). Outcomes for parents of children with chronic illnesses will be affected not only by their own family interactions, but by interactions with many other groups, such as their healthcare system.

Bioecological theory assumes that human beings are both biological and social by nature (White & Klein, 2008). As a result the theory focuses more on the physical environment and biophysical characteristics than many other theories. Therefore, it is a natural fit for examining the relationship between community belonging, which is directly related to environment, and the experience of posttraumatic growth. The theory also assumes that human beings depend both on the environment (e.g. for food) and, since we are social by nature, on other human beings (White & Klein). Individuals are affected by multiple forces on multiple ecological levels. The levels are seen as nested within one another, meaning that the larger systems also contain the smaller systems (Bronfenbrenner, 1979).

The smallest system, the microsystem, refers to interactions between an individual and the present immediate environment. Next is the mesosystem, which refers to interactions between the different microsystems to which an individual belongs. This could include interactions between home and work for parents or, for parents of children with chronic illnesses, interactions between the home, work, and healthcare environments. The exosystem refers to environments which do not directly contain the individual, but still influence the individual and/or their current environment. For
parents, their child’s school is usually a part of the exosystem, as they are not typically present in the school yet are affected by the requirements of the school and their child’s feelings about the school. The macrosystem does not refer to any physical environment, but rather the cultural influences which affect environments. This can include, but are not limited to, laws, cultural norms, and religious beliefs. The chronosystem was added later (Bronfenbrenner, 1989) and refers to the element of time and how timing also affects how an individual responds to events.

The Thinking-Feeling-Acting (TFA) Model has been used in counseling both to support the counselor-client relationship and to better understand an individual’s response in different situations (Mueller, Dupuy, & Hutchins, 1994). However, TFA can also be looked at as a sequence which can explain human behaviors, responses, and outcomes. For example, when one thinks their effort has resulted in their success, they will be more likely to experience the feeling of pride in their work, which will affect their effort and expectation for success in the future (Graham, 1994). Bernard Weiner (2012) points out, in relation to his Attribution Theory of Motivation, that thinking guides feelings and feelings guide actions or behaviors. This provides a useful framework for seeing how community support might affect the experience of posttraumatic growth. Community support will likely affect how one thinks about the challenges of caring for a child with a chronic illness, these thoughts will affect how one feels about the challenges, which will in turn affect their behaviors and, perhaps, their PTG outcomes.

The purpose of the quantitative portion of this study was to investigate potential relationships between community support and PTG using the Perceived Community
Support Questionnaire (Herreo & Garcia, 2007) and the Posttraumatic Growth Inventory (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1996) and to investigate the effectiveness of the use of these instruments to measure support and growth with this population. Based on the literature it was hypothesized that:

1. Community support would be positively correlated with posttraumatic growth
2. The PTGI and PCSQ instruments could be used to reliably measure PTG and community support for parents of children with chronic illnesses

Qualitative research regarding child life specialists’ perceptions of community support and parents’ posttraumatic growth within the hospital setting was also included. The purpose of this portion of the study was included as a preliminary investigation of the following questions:

1. What are child life specialists’ perceptions of efforts to create communities within the healthcare setting for parents of children with chronic illness?
2. What are child life specialists’ perceptions of connections between PTG in parents of children with chronic illnesses and efforts to create community within the healthcare setting?

**Methods**

The primary goal of this study was to investigate potential connections between community belonging and posttraumatic growth for parents of children with chronic illness. A separate instrument was also used with Child Life Specialist participants to
investigate possible connections between creating community within the hospital environment and parent’s experience of growth.

**Participants**

The sample population included two groups of participants: parents of children diagnosed with chronic illnesses and child life specialists. The first post requested assistance from child life specialists in sharing the survey with parents of children with chronic illnesses. Parent participants were required to be at least 18 years of age and have a child with a chronic illness. The second post requested child life specialists’ participation. Child life specialist participants were required to be at least 18 years of age and currently working as a child life specialist in a hospital setting.

**Procedure**

Following approval from the University Institutional Review Board, two messages requesting research participants were posted to the child life forum on the Child Life Council’s website: the first requesting assistance in recruiting parent participants and a second requesting the participation of child life specialists. Participants in both groups were recruited through a posting on the Child Life Forum on the Child Life Council website. The co-principal investigator is a member of the child life council and through this membership was able to post recruitment messages (Appendices A & B) to the forum. The child life forum can be accessed by any paid members of the child life council, and is primarily used by child life specialists, child life assistants, and child life students. In the first post (refer to Appendix A), an email script containing a brief description of the
research survey and a link to the informed consent letter and parent survey was provided. Child life specialists were asked to forward to script to parents of children with chronic illnesses. The second post (refer to Appendix B), briefly described the research survey and contained a link to the consent letter and child life specialist survey. Once consent was obtained participants completed the appropriate online survey for either parents (containing the parent demographic questionnaire, PTGI, and PCSQ) or child life specialists (containing the child life questionnaire and child life open ended questions).

Measures

**Parent demographic questionnaire.** Demographic information and data relating to the child’s diagnosis/condition were collected through a demographic questionnaire (Appendix C) as part of the online survey. Participants reported current age, educational level, household income, and number of children. Information relating to their child’s diagnosis was also reported and included the diagnosis given, time since diagnosis, and child’s age at the time of diagnosis. Specific information about location (e.g. region, city of residence) was not collected for this study.

**Posttraumatic growth inventory (PTGI).** The PTGI (Appendix D) is a self-report instrument used to measure the amount of perceived positive changes resulting from stress (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1996). It contains 21 statements to which participants self-report the level of change they experienced as result of a traumatic event. Responses are indicated on a 6-point Likert-type scale with answers ranging from “I did not experience this change as a result of my crisis” to “I experienced this change to a great
degree as a result of my crisis.” Total scores on the PTGI range from 0-105, with higher scores indicating a greater measurable level of growth. The PTGI also contains five subscales: relating to others, new possibilities, personal strength, spiritual change and appreciation of life.

**Perceived community support questionnaire (PCSQ).** The PCSQ (Appendix E) is a self-report instrument used to measure the amount of perceived sense of belonging one has in their community (Herreo & Garcia, 2007). The instrument contains 14 statements to which participants indicate their level of agreement using a 5-point Likert-type scale with answers ranging from “Strongly Agree” to “Strongly Disagree.” The questionnaire contains three subscales, Community Integration, Community Participation, and Community Organizations.

**Child life demographic questionnaire.** Demographic, professional, and hospital information were gathered through a demographic questionnaire (Appendix F) as part of the online survey. Participants reported information such as current age and education level. Participants also provided information such as number of years they had been a Child Life Specialist, which areas in the hospital they work, and size of the hospital.

**Open ended questions for child life specialists.** To obtain depth of understanding of specialist perspective, participants received a short questionnaire (Appendix F) containing open ended questions regarding hospital efforts to create community and their perception of growth experiences among parents of children with chronic illness. Questions included:
1. Do you believe your hospital makes efforts to create community for parents with chronic illnesses within the hospital? If yes, please describe:

2. Have you witnessed parents of children with chronic illnesses who have experienced positive life changes as a result of the experience of parenting a child with a chronic illness? If yes, please describe changes you have seen without identifying any patient or parent:

3. If answered yes to the previous question: Do you believe hospital programming or efforts to create community within the hospital had an effect on the parent’s experience of positive changes? If yes, please explain:

Results

Quantitative Results

Twelve parents or caregivers completed the questionnaire online through Select Survey. One participant did not complete the PCSQ Item “I identify with my community.” Therefore, this participant’s responses could not be included in analyses involving the PCSQ total or Community Integration Dimension. However her responses were included analyses involving the Community Participation and Community Organization Dimensions of the PCSQ, the PTGI, and all PTGI factors. The PTGI was found to be a highly reliable instrument for this population (α=0.91). However, reliability was low for the PCSQ (α=0.408), although the small sample size may have influenced this result. All participants were mothers of a child with a chronic illness, with the exception of one participant who was a female caregiver with legal custody of
the child. Participants were between 26-60 years of age, with most reporting to be either between 48-55 years (n=5) or 41-47 years (n=4). All were married at the time of this study. 25% (n=3) were currently attending college, approximately 42% (n=5) had a college degree, and approximately 33% had completed a master’s degree. This participant sample was relatively homogeneous in regards to income with approximately 58% (n=7) of participants making over $4000 per month. Percent of patients reporting monthly incomes between $2000-3000 and $3000-4000 was approximately 17% (n=2) each and one participant reported a monthly income between $1000-2000. There was little diversity in ethnicity within this sample with only one participant identifying as Asian and the remaining identifying as White. Time since their child’s diagnosis ranged from 3 weeks- 21 years. Panhypopituitarism was reported by all but one of the participants as a diagnosis for their child, though it was often reported to be comorbid with other diagnoses.

Correlation analysis was run between the PTGI and PCSQ to analyze possible relationships between the two scales. No significant correlation was found between the PTGI and PCSQ (Pearson’s r= 3.8, p> .05); the low sample size (n=11) likely affected the results of this correlation. However, significant correlations were found between one of the subscales in the PCSQ and three of the subscales of the PTGI. Specifically, the community integration dimension of the PCSQ was correlated with the New Possibilities (r(9)=0.607, p<0.05), Personal Strength (r(9)=0.518, p<0.05), and Appreciation of Life (r(9)=0.598, p<0.05) factors of the PTGI.
Qualitative Results

The child life survey was completed by 24 child life specialists. However, two participants completed the survey after analysis had already commenced and their responses were not included in this study. As a result, 22 child life participant responses were included in this research. Responses to the open-ended questions on the child life specialists’ survey were coded using the open coding method (Strauss & Corbin, 1998), by the principal and co-principal investigator until agreement was reached. A third committee member then reviewed the coding separately for further consensus. The child life specialists’ responses to the survey questions showed an overwhelmingly positive view of efforts to create community for parents within their hospitals and the effects of such communities for parents. Of those who did not report a positive view of created communities (n=3), two reported challenges in creating communities within their hospital; the third did not provide an explanation. After coding participant responses, the five most common themes which occurred were: community expansion, learning, community awareness, family functioning, and advocacy. A description of each of these themes is provided below.

Community expansion. In this study, community expansion is defined as either becoming involved in or creating a new community or creating new relationships within a community in which one is already involved. Child life specialists mentioned support groups, parent-to-parent programs, family advisory councils, special programming, and special events as ways parents were able to expand their communities and relationships. These new or expanded communities were seen as sources for parents to give/receive
support and as normalizing their experience. Some specialists also reported community expansion without the creation of such intentional programming for parents who formed relationships with other parents they encountered during their healthcare experience.

**Learning.** In this study learning is defined as a new or improved understanding. While two child life specialists reported formal learning opportunities for parents, in the form of classes regarding care of a child with a chronic illness, they were more likely to report informal forms of learning for parents. Some of this learning was seen as a direct result of caring for a child with chronic illness and some was seen as a result of the support received from others, especially other parents, though support from the child’s healthcare team was also viewed as important. In both circumstances, learning was reflected in the child life specialists’ responses in relationship to perspective change, lifestyle change, development of coping skills, and development of skills related to the care of their child with a chronic illness.

**Family functioning.** In this study, family functioning can be defined as the way a family interacts with and responds to one another. Child life specialists expressed they had observed improved family functioning in parents and families both as a result of raising a child with a chronic illness and through the support they received from other parents. The most commonly reported change in family functioning was related to relationships within the family; specifically families were seen as having grown closer. However, one specialist also noted a change in communication within families; specifically, the parents were seen as being more open with their children about the patient’s health and healthcare.
Advocacy. In this study, advocacy can be defined providing support for a person or cause. This was most commonly reflected in child life specialists’ reports that parents became involved in organizations or groups which raised awareness, support, or funds for either their child’s specific diagnosis or children with chronic illnesses in general. One child life specialist reported that she had witnessed parents create their own organizations or groups. Another child life specialist’s response reflected that parents advocated for other parents, as they sometimes lead the support groups. A third child life specialist discussed observing a different kind of advocacy, which occurs when parents stand up for themselves and their child.

Community awareness. The last theme, community awareness, differs from the others in the sense that it is related to the views of the child life specialists in the study rather than their observations of parents of children with chronic illnesses. In this study, community awareness can be defined as an expressed belief in the importance of community within the hospital or an expressed understanding that parents find community within the hospital. Child life specialists showed community awareness in their responses in three ways: expressed desire the provide communities for parents within their hospital, expressed knowledge of resources which foster community, and expressed knowledge of the influence of spaces within their hospital in creating community. The expressed desire to provide communities was seen in two responses. In one of these responses the child life specialist expressed a desire for an intentional community (a support group, in this case) for parents in her hospital. The other respondent noted several ways the hospital where she works attempts to create
community for parents, but expressed a belief that could still be more added. The responses regarding knowledge of resources which foster community reflected staff efforts to provide support and resources to parents, therefore including parents in the medical community. Lastly, in regards to the influence of space, one respondent noted that spaces in her hospital were designed find community (e.g. family lounge, family resource center, lobby areas).

Discussion

While the current research did not find a correlation between overall PTGI and PCSQ scores, a positive relationship was found between the Community Integration dimension and the New Possibilities, Personal Strength, and Appreciation of Life factors of the PTGI. This suggests that those with a greater sense of belonging or identification to their communities are able to have, or perceive, more opportunities, see themselves as stronger individuals, and view their lives more positively. According to the TFA Model (Mueller, Dupuy, & Hutchins, 1994), a person’s thoughts will affect their feelings, and their feelings will affect their action. A person’s feeling of belonging in a community will then likely affect how they think about the task of caring for a child with a chronic illness. This thinking will affect other areas of their lives, which can explain why parents with higher scores on the community integration dimension of the PTGI also showed growth in new possibilities, personal strength, and appreciation of life.

According to Bronfenbrenner’s Bioecological Theory (1979, 1989) human beings are dependent on other people because we are social beings. It is believed that coping
efforts occur in a social context (Li et al., 2012; Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1998). In fact, a study by Toubin-Ben-Ari et al. (2010) found that women with more external resources experience more growth. The results of this research, which suggest community belonging increases the likelihood of certain types of PTG, support the belief the social resources have an impact on coping. According to Bronfenbrenner, all systems in the ecological system are related. It is not surprising that greater feelings of belonging in the mesosystem seem to affect an individual and their microsystem.

These findings are further supported by the qualitative results in this study. Child life specialists’ responses to open ended questions regarding the hospital community and PTG revealed five themes: community expansion, learning, family functioning, advocacy, and community awareness. In relation to community expansion, child life specialists saw hospital programming such as support groups, parent-to-parent groups, family advisory councils, and special events, as sources for parents to give and receive support. Child life specialists reported this as something which helped parents normalize their experiences. This also relates to the TFA model, because such programming affects a parents thinking, which allows them to reframe their situation more positively (feeling), and can potentially lead to PTG. This similarly relates to Bioecological Theory, because hospital programming creates a new environment within the ecosystem. Parents are able to use their experiences in one environment to influence their thinking in other environments. These connections between Microsystems show the power of the mesosystem.
In relation to the theme of learning, most child life specialists reported observing this type of growth largely took place through informal learning opportunities for parents. While some participants reported formal learning opportunities in the form of classes and educational programs for parents, this was less common. Child life specialists reported parents learned to change their perspective or lifestyle, coping skills, and skills related to the care of children with a chronic illness. As pointed out by participant 4, some of these changes are likely a direct result of caring for a child with a chronic illness. This is consistent with previous research which suggests that the rumination that takes place after a stressful experience, such as the diagnosis of a child with a chronic illness, results in the type of changes in thinking which make growth possible (Tedeschi, Calhoun, & Cann, 2007). However many child life specialists, including this same participant, believed learning also took place as a result of the support they received from others. This again supports the belief that coping takes place on the social stage. Support from other parents who have a child with chronic illness was seen as especially important. This is consistent with previous research which reports that mutual disclosure increases the likelihood of PTG (Taku et al., 2009). It is also supports research which found that talking with those with similar experiences to be therapeutic (Johnson et al., 2009). Support from the healthcare team was also seen as important factor in parents learning experience.

The third theme, family functioning, was reflected in child life specialists’ reports that they had observed families becoming closer as a result of raising a child with a chronic illness and the support they received from other parents. Such experiences of
growth related to the “Relationships with Others” factor of the PTGI. Interestingly, no connections were found between the PCSQ nor any of its dimensions to the “Relationships with Others” factor of the PTGI in this sample. Future research should further investigate possible connections between relationships with others and community support for parents of children with chronic illnesses using a larger sample size. The observed connections between supportive programming for parents, such as support groups and parent-to-parent programs, again support the importance of hospital-based support programs to the mesosystem of parents of children with chronic illnesses. Based on child life specialists’ observations, the support parents receive in the hospital-based program microsystem seems to have a positive impact on their home/family microsystem. This also supports the TFA model because an individual’s thinking seems to be transformed during support groups, as talking with other parents normalizes their own experiences. This transformation in thinking reframes the way they feel about the challenges related to raising a child with a chronic illness, which in turn affects their interactions with their family.

Advocacy was the fourth theme in child life specialists’ responses. CCLS participants reported that they have seen parents use their experience to provide support to other parents or organizations. These programs raised awareness, support, and funds for specific illnesses, chronic illnesses in general, and parents of children with chronic illnesses. Parents even created their own organizations or supported other parents by leading a session of their support group. Advocating for others in similar situations fits into the “New Possibilities” and “Personal Strength” factors of the PTGI, both of which
were connected to the Community Integration dimension of the PCSQ. It seems that parents recognize the opportunity to support others and their ability to provide such support through their experiences of caring for a child with a chronic illness. In a study of refugees in the UK, some participants saw their previous oppression means to assist new refugees arriving from their country though their work as translators or with refugee organizations (Johnson et al., 2009). The refugees work not only provided a sense of purpose resulting from their trauma, but also connected them to others who had faced similar oppression in their country of origin, thus allowing them to normalize their experience. It seems likely the parents’ advocacy efforts could provide a similar sense of purpose and source of normalization. Participant 16 referred to a different type of advocacy, stating “…families learn to speak up for themselves and for their children…,” which is an example of self-advocacy. Both types of advocacy consistent with the TFA model because the parents’ thoughts and feeling are changed through their experiences with their child and the support they receive. These changes in thoughts and feelings then seem to result in action in the form of supporting others and standing up for themselves. This is, once again, example of the mesosystem and the influence one microsystem can have in other areas of life.

The final theme that emerged, community awareness, refers to the child life specialists’ own perceptions of creating communities for parents of children diagnosed with chronic illnesses. Child life responses related to the effects of creating such communities was overwhelmingly positive. Some expressed hope that supportive communities for parents, such as support groups, would be created in their hospital and
others hoped to expand on already existing programming for parents. Other child life specialists expressed their knowledge of outside resources which serve to provide communities for parents of children with chronic illnesses and the positive experience parents have had in these groups. One child life specialist noted how spaces in the hospital, such as family lounges or lobby areas, where she works were designed to foster community and help parents find support. These responses reflect the beliefs that supportive communities for parents can be created within the healthcare environment and such communities are a valuable resource for parents.

The primary limitation of this study was the small sample size in the parent participant sample. Future research should further investigate the connections between posttraumatic growth and community support for parents of children with chronic illnesses. However, the connections found between the community integration dimension and the New Possibilities, Personal Strength, and Appreciation of Life factors of the PTGI are promising. It should also be noted that child life specialists’ responses in this study reflect only their perception of parents’ growth through community support. Further research is needed to investigate whether these beliefs and consistent with parents’ own perceptions. The parent sample was very homogeneous in race, SES, education, and their child’s diagnosis, therefore results may not be transferable to other populations. Future research should include a more diverse sample. Lastly, the reliability of the PCSQ was not high ($\alpha=0.408$). The small sample size may have contributed to the poor reliability. Future research should investigate the use of this instrument with this population using a larger sample size. In conclusion, this research
suggests that community belonging increases the occurrence of positive outcomes resulting from caring for a child diagnosed with a chronic illness. Specially, parents with a greater sense of community belonging are more likely to see new opportunities, have a greater sense of personal strength, and a greater appreciation of life. These positive outcomes in no way lessen the stress associated with having a child diagnosed with a chronic illness. As previously stated, some level of stress actually must occur in order for PTG to be possible (Johnson et al., 2009; Li et al., 2012; Phelps et al., 2009; Splevins et al., 2010; Toubman-Ben-Ari, 2010). However, it suggests that parents with greater community support are able to cope with the stressors in a way which allows them to frame their experiences more positively. Consistent with Bronfenbrenner’s Bioecological Theory, the support parents receive in one environment will have positive effects in other environments the parent occupies. This is an example of the mesosystem, which refers to the connections between an individual’s microsystems. Child life specialists’ accounts of parents PTG reflect the TFA model. Participant 9 illustrated the TFA sequence with her response, “I think some of it is the nature of the chronic illness experience - it changes your perspective on a lot of things as you are forced to view life from a different vantage point. However, I think that as parents are making this shift in perspective, they need the support of staff and other families who can understand what they are going through. Change is difficult to make in an isolated vacuum. Parents may be inclined to change, but need the reassurance that this is normal and that although some things may change, others may stay the same and that can be [the] feeling that helps ground you when everything else seems to be in flux.” Another child life specialist, participant 2, provided a similar example, “It was evident that through this support group the parents were able
to connect and shift their perspective of themselves and their family.” The support parents received seemed to normalize their experiences and reframe their thinking. This normalization seemed to increase parents’ positive feelings about their experiences as they saw new possibilities and felt greater internal strength. These feelings likely influenced their actions to advocate for themselves and others in similar situations. This research suggests that healthcare staff should strive to create communities, such as support groups or parent-to-parent programs, for the parents of the children with chronic illnesses. Such programming seems to have a positive effect of parents coping. Since the results of such programming seem to be transferred to the home environment, it seems probable that the patients will benefit indirectly from the programming. This is consistent with Bronfenbrenner’s exosystem, which refers to environments that do not directly contain the individual but still affect the individual.

Implications for Practice

Results of this study reflect the importance of including supportive programming which creates community for parents of children with chronic diagnoses as an element of family centered care. These parents face many daily stressors on the physical, emotional, and social levels (Branstetter, Domian, Williams, Graff, & Piamjariyakul, 2008; Itzhaky & Schwartz). However, this research suggests that programming, such as support groups, parent-to-parent programs, and special events for parents, increases the likelihood that parents will experience positive growth as a result of their experiences. These supports were seen as having a positive effect on family functioning. Therefore, programming for parents will likely also have positive results for the patient with the chronic illness.
Patient care takes place in the family environment (Papaikonomou, 2007). For this reason, it is important to provide support and psychosocial care for each family member. The potential benefits for parents of children with chronic illnesses should not be overlooked.
CHAPTER II
EXTENDED REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Parenting a child with a chronic illness or disability can be a source of continuous stress (Itzhaky & Schwartz, 2000). Families of children with chronic conditions face unique challenges on the physical, financial, emotional, family and social levels (Branstetter, Domian, Williams, Graff, & Piamjariyakul, 2008; Itzhaky & Schwartz). These challenges are noticeably above and beyond the stressors faced by parents of typically developing healthy children and are often unexpected and unpredictable (Branstetter et al.). Parenting a child with a chronic illness or disability affects family dynamics (Phelps, McCammon, Wuensch, & Golden, 2009), roles within the family, communication (Branstetter et al., 2008), marital satisfaction (Phelps et al., 2009), connections to others (Branstetter et al.), and overall family functioning and survivorship (Branstetter et al.; Rosenberg, Baker, Syrjala, Back, & Wolfe, 2013).

Parental stress levels may be influenced by severity of the illness (Pedersen, Parsons, & Dewey, 2004), visibility of the condition, level of impairment (Pedersen et al., 2004), hospitalizations (Fauman et al., 2011; Pedersen et al.), medical history (George, Vickers, Wilkes, & Barton, 2007), deterioration in child’s health (George et al.), deterioration in parental health, caretaking demands (Pedersen et al.), other’s reactions to their child (George et al.), and support (Pedersen et al.). Such multiple challenges can cause parents to experience depressive symptoms (Fauman et al.), chronic grief (George
et al.), and levels of stress high enough to negatively affect parenting (Pedersen et al.). However, many parents do indeed find ways to effectively cope with the challenges brought by having children with a chronic illness. For instance, those in a caretaker role who use positive religious coping found more satisfaction from their caregiving responsibilities (Pearce, Singer, & Prigerson, 2006). Other parents have also reported positive outcomes related to parenting a child with chronic illness such as enrichment, empowerment (Phelps et al., 2009), and benefit or meaning finding (Rosenberg et al., 2013).

**Posttraumatic Growth**

The experience of trauma can elicit painful emotional responses such as posttraumatic stress symptoms (Barakat, Alderfer, & Kazak, 2006; Connerty & Knott, 2013; Salter & Stallard, 2004), posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (Li, Cao, Cao, Wang, & Cui, 2012; Salter & Stallard, 2004), and other threats to mental health (Toubman-Ben-Ari, Findler, & Kuint, 2010). In the last study, comparisons of three groups of mothers who had recently given birth were compared on several aspects of mental health and support. Mothers of preterm twins reported more negative outcomes of the associated stress compared to mothers of full-term twins and single babies. These responses included lower levels of mental health on a mental health inventory and more negative feelings toward their infant.

However, despite the difficulties it brings, trauma can also lead to positive responses. In fact, in the same study on mother’s responses after giving birth, mothers of
preterm twins reported the highest levels of growth despite experiencing more negative feelings (Toubman-Ben-Ari, Findler, & Kuint, 2010). Posttraumatic growth (PTG) is defined as an individual’s experience of positive life changes as a result of a traumatic event (Dekel & Nuttman-Schwartz, 2009; Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1996). Also, PTG seems to be experienced in all cultures, but the types of growth experienced may vary by culture (Splevins, Cohen, Bowley, & Joseph, 2010). While related, PTG is not the same as resiliency, as resiliency refers to a return to the previous level of functioning and growth refers to an improvement in some area (Li et al., 2012). These positive changes do not negate the pain associated with trauma. In fact, some level of stress seems to be necessary in order to experience PTG (Johnson, Thompson, & Downs, 2009; Li et al.; Phelps et al., 2009; Splevins et al., 2010; Toubman-Ben-Ari et al., 2010). Many who report struggling with their trauma experience also report growth (Barakat et al., 2006; Connerty & Knott, 2013; Konrad, 2006; Li et al., 2012; Phelps et al.). Phelps et al. found that stress and enrichment both occur for parents of children with autism spectrum disorders and that both of these factors predicted PTG. The study by Barakat et al. found that a positive relationship between posttraumatic stress symptoms and PTG. This same study also found a positive relationship between both perceived life threat (both past and present) and treatment intensity with PTG. Some studies (Li et al.; Salter & Stallard, 2004) have even found that PTG and PTSD can coexist. Li et al. found that parents with children going through corrective surgery for a congenital malformation who met the criteria for PTSD also reported more growth. Similarly, in a study on children who survived traffic accidents, 37% of the participants who had reported PTG also met the criteria for PTSD.
It may seem counterintuitive for these positive outcomes to occur alongside the great stress that accompanies trauma. But, the experience of stress seems to be important for the type of rumination which makes growth possible (Calhoun & Tedeschi, 2006; Taku, Tedeschi, Cann, & Calhoun, 2009). Rumination is the process of questioning previously held beliefs or world views which were challenged by the individual’s traumatic experience (Tedeschi, Calhoun, & Cann, 2007). Though the relationship between stress and trauma is not fully understood (Dekel & Nuttman-Shwartz, 2009), rumination appears to play a role because it causes one to reflect on the trauma in order make sense of the situation and develop new life views. When one experiences trauma, often their trauma experience does not fit with their previously held views of the world (Splevins, Cohen, Bowley, & Joseph, 2010). Previously held world views refer to any beliefs an individual had about the world, such as a belief in a just world or their own luck (Spelvins et al.).

Individual’s previous assumptions about themselves, about others, and about the predictability of the world are often challenged (Splevins et al., 2010). The individuals must attempt to bridge the gap between their previously held views and their trauma and post-trauma experience (Splevins et al.; Tedeschi & Calhoun 1995, 2004). This may help explain why those who perceive an event as more threatening also tend to experience more growth (Dekel & Nuttman-Schwartz, 2009). It is through this cognitive and affective struggle to make sense of the experience, not the trauma experience itself, that PTG occurs (Barr, 2011; Benetato, 2011; Connerty & Knott, 2013; Splevins et al., 2010).
Various personality characteristics and coping styles have also been identified as being related to PTG (Connerty & Knott, 2013; Dekel & Nuttman-Schwartz, 2009; Gall, Charbonneau, & Florack, 2011; Kunst, 2010; Scrignaro, Barni, & Magrin, 2011; Seidmahmoodi, Rahimi, & Mohamadi, 2011). In a study by Kunst, high affective personality styles, defined as being both high in positive affect (the ability to keep a positive outlook) and negative affect (the tendency to experience negative emotions and self-evaluations), have been found to be linked to both PTG and PTSD symptoms. Whereas self-destructive personality style, defined as being low in positive affect and high in negative affect, was linked only to the PTSD symptoms. This same study found that PTG was most likely to occur when positive and negative affect occur together, as stated earlier concerning perceptions. Optimism and novelty-seeking also seem to increase the occurrence of PTG, perhaps because these characteristics are associated with flexibility in problem-solving (Seidmahmoodi, et al.). Active-coping, particularly problem-focused coping, is also associated to PTG (Scrignaro et al.).

In a study by Connerty & Knott (2013), cancer patients identified elements of active coping, such as information-seeking and making life-style changes, as being related to the occurrence of positive changes. Such coping mechanisms may help individuals feel a greater sense of control over their stressors. With chronic illness, at certain times avoidance may be an effective coping strategy, as it can allow individuals to refocus their attention so that their diagnosis is not the dominating influence on their lives (Gall et al., 2011).
Religious coping also influences the occurrence of PTG (Gall et al., 2011; Johnson et al., 2009; Seidmahmoodi et al., 2011). Religious coping may help refocus attention, reappraise situations as challenges rather than threats, and provide a greater sense of control (Gall et al., 2011; Johnson et al., 2009; Seidmahmoodi et al.). Religious beliefs can also influence growth through framing the traumatic event as something which happens for a reason and would be compensated for later (Johnson et al., 2009). A study by Seidmahmoodi et al., found that intrinsic religious orientation (orthodox beliefs) was positively related to posttraumatic growth while extrinsic orientation (viewing religion as a way to meet goals) was only linked to growth if the orientation was personal rather than social. For those experiencing chronic illness, time since diagnosis and specific types of religious coping affect the experience of PTG as well (Gall et al., 2011). In this latter study, researchers found that high levels of religious salience were linked to poorer growth outcomes for cancer patients 24 months after their surgeries. Women in this study who coped with stress by surrendering control to God were less likely to experience growth. This is perhaps related to the differences in growth between those with intrinsic versus extrinsic orientations found by Seidmahmoodi et al. Gall et al. also found that negative religious coping, such as anger directed at God, can facilitate growth as long as individuals are actively engaged in their struggle with trauma and eventually move to a more positive view.

Growth in parents of children with illness. PTG has also been reported in parents of children facing medical challenges (Barr, 2011, Engelkemeyer & Marwit, 2008; Li et al., 2012). One study on parents of children in a neonatal intensive care unit
found that guilt-proneness in fathers was related to posttraumatic growth, though this relationship was mediated by positive-reappraisal coping (Barr). Positive reappraisal coping seems naturally related to growth as it balances stress with the belief of personal growth, reorganizing priorities, or changes in spiritual beliefs. Positive reappraisal coping was the strongest predictor of growth for both mothers and fathers in this study.

In this same study, and inverted-U relationship was found between shame-proneness and growth for mothers meaning that moderate levels of shame-proneness were related to growth. Li et al. found that parents of children undergoing corrective surgery for congenital heart disease were more likely to experience growth if they had optimistic self-beliefs and high emotional intelligence. In this study, feelings of self-efficacy and perceived social support also had an indirect influence on growth. Parents also reported resilience and PTG after other health crises involving their children such as having of preterm twins (Taubman-Ben-Ari, Findler, & Kuint, 2010) or having a child diagnosed with cancer (Barakat, Alderfer, & Kazak, 2006; Rosenberg, Baker, Syrjala, Back, & Wolfe, 2013; Yonemoto, Kamibeppu, Ishii, & Tatezaki, 2012). Bereaved parents have also reported experiencing PTG (Engelmeyer & Marwit). However, in this last study, grief intensity was found to have a negative correlation with PTG.

**Growth and support.** Support systems seem to play a role in facilitating the occurrence of PTG. Some believe coping efforts will often be played out in a social context (Li et al., 2012, Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1998). Relationships seem to be an important resource to facilitate growth after trauma (Connery & Knott, 2013; Toubman-Ben-Ari, et al., 2010). Toubman-Ben-Ari et al., found that women with more external
resources, such as support, experience more growth. Another study found that patients who are supported by their caregivers have been shown to experience more PTG (Scrignaro et al., 2011). Discussing the experience of trauma with others has been shown to increase the likelihood of PTG, whether the individual actually had the desire to disclose information as reported by the participants (Taku et al., 2009). The reaction of the other person was shown to be important, however, as those who experienced encouragement, listening, or mutual exposure experienced more PTG. This study also found that mutual disclosure had a positive correlation with PTG and a negative correlation with distress. The relationship between social support and PTG may be mediated by posttraumatic stress symptoms (Li et al., 2012). Some also view their trauma experience as something that allows them to reach out and help others in similar situations, and this seems to positively influence PTG (Connerty & Knott; Johnson et al., 2009).

Professionals may also help facilitate growth. Providing supportive listening may provide individuals with an opportunity to identify support in their lives and give opportunities for growth (Konrad, 2006). Also, encouraging the individual who has experienced the trauma to share their story through life narrative may be valuable to the professionals, as it can help identify the individual’s growth process. Professionals also should not explicitly tell their patients to expect positive change or pressure them to find these positive outcomes, as not all individuals who have survived trauma experience PTG and this could actually be harmful to patients (Connerty & Knott, 2013). This could cause patients to feel distressed if they do not experience growth. It also may be more helpful
to understand that the positive outcomes are a result of the process of finding meaning, rather than from the loss itself (Konrad).

**Community Belonging/Support**

According to Gasparini (2010), belonging is perceived to be vital to an individual’s life and for feelings of certainty. Through interactions with groups such as family, organizations, and larger communities belonging shifts from the individual to the group, and vice-versa. Belonging may be territorial, which involves a created meaning and symbolism to landscapes, such as borders, and a sense of attachment to these landscapes. This type of belonging involves the attachment on may feel to a country, state, city, neighborhood or another physical space. Values and shared ideas can also create feelings of belonging, such as belonging to a country or an ethnic group. This is cultural belonging. Relationships also create meaning and provide identity, resulting in social belonging. An individual does not experience these different belongings in isolation of the others, though one may be more apparent than others. Belonging may be localized, meaning the local community becomes the main reference point for the individual. However, it is not uncommon now for belonging to occur as a more globalized or cosmopolitan experience which may be experienced along with the attachment to local spaces. Belonging influences actions through feelings of attachment to the various dimensions of belonging.

Communities may consist of neighborhoods, cultural groups, religious organizations, sports teams, or other social groups (Herrero & Garcia, 2007).
Community may provide an individual with resources such as information and exposure to alternative means of support. Involvement in the community may lead to increased social support, as it results in more interactions with others and the formation of more relationships. Community involvement has been shown to increase feelings of empowerment (Itzhaky & Schwartz, 2000). Belonging to a community results in feelings of loyalty and, as an individual integrates into the community, they identify both with other individuals in the community and the community as a whole (Gasparini, 2010). Community support has been shown to result in less depression over time (Herrero & Garcia).

Interpersonal support and community belonging can have positive effects after a traumatic experience. Social support may allow individuals to reinterpret the situation and, as a result, improve their psychological well-being (Scrignaro et al., 2011). Scrignaro et al. also revealed that it is important in relationship to PTG that cancer patients receive encouragement to find their proactive nature. After the birth of full-term twins, maternal grandmother’s support was found to be important in relation to PTG (Toubman-Ben-Ari et al., 2010). Interestingly, this type of support did not have the same affect for all, specifically mothers of pre-term twins or single babies. After a child’s disabling injury or illness, mothers expressed the need for others, including family, community, and professionals, to acknowledge the difficult emotions parents experience (Konrad, 2006). Another study found that married individuals experienced more PTG than unmarried participants, suggesting that mutual support is beneficial after trauma (Seidmahmoodi et al., 2011).
Another source of mutual support may be others who lived through the trauma (Johnson et al., 2009). Refugees who had been targeted due to their cultural group in their country of origin report that, because their trauma was not uncommon, it was seen as a shared experience. This social support seemed to normalize the experience and increase feelings of group belonging and cultural identity. Seeing others overcome the trauma may also have provided them with a sense of hope. Individuals in this study seemed to find mutual support by helping others who had experienced similar trauma through their work with interpreting services or refugee organizations.

Dekel and Nuttman-Schwartz (2009) revealed that when comparing growth between individual’s in two communities, one with especially strong community involvement, the research suggests that a stronger sense of belonging to one’s country contributes to higher posttraumatic growth. For members of the community with high community involvement, belonging seemed to reduce stress symptoms. The study found that belonging allows individual’s opportunities to cope by reducing isolation, normalizing the trauma, and encouraging healing. This suggests that individuals who have experienced trauma may be more likely to experience growth by creating connections with others, whether this be on a national, community, neighborhood, or other level. Community belonging also was particularly beneficial for those who perceived there to be greater threats.
Support Groups

It seems clear that community support can protect parents against some of the negative effects of the stress of caring for a child with a chronic illness. One way to ensure parents have access to such an environment is through the creation of support groups. Support groups provide opportunities for understanding, meaning-making, expression of feelings, and becoming a meaningful source of support for other group members (Papaikonomou, 2007). Support groups can also normalize parent’s experiences as they hear stories from other parents which are similar to their own experience (Papaikonomou). Providing parents the opportunity to connect with other parents in similar situations can allow for both information sharing and emotional support (Coyne, 1995; Wei et al., 2012). Support groups are different than other types of community support because the support is intentional and, at least to some extent, structured (Papaikonomou).

Support groups have been shown to be of value to parents and caregivers in stressful experiences, such as a child’s illness (Papaikonomou, 2007; Thurman, Jarabi, & Rice, 2012; Wei et al., 2012). In a study involving caregivers of orphaned or otherwise vulnerable children in Kenya, those who participated in support groups reported less marginalization and improved family functioning (Thurman, Jarabi, & Rice). This study also found that children of parents or caregivers in support groups showed more positive behaviors and less negative behaviors than those whose caregivers did not participate in support groups. In a case study of parents of a child who had been diagnosed with cancer, the parents noted that the support group they attended allowed them to connect with other
parents who truly understand their situation (Papaikonomou, 2007). The father in this study also felt that the group allowed them share the many feelings associated with caring for a child with cancer and to normalize their own experience. Support groups for caregivers of intellectually disabled family members have also been improve parents’ physical and psychological health, decrease depression, decrease anxiety, and increase social, emotional and informational support (Wei et al.). With technology, it is possible to provide parents some of the benefits of support groups even they cannot physically attend such groups. Online health communities have been linked to better understanding of and access to medical information, social support, and patient empowerment for those with illnesses (Johnston, Worrell, Di Gangi, & Wasko, 2013). It seems likely that parents of children with illnesses would receive many of the same benefits. In fact, in a study of parents of adolescents with type 1 diabetes and their needs and preferences relating to an online support resource, parents felt they would benefit from an online social support (Holtslander, Kornder, Lerourneau, Turner, & Paterson, 2012). Parents in this study noted that not all parents are able to attend support groups but still wanted a place where they could share their experiences and talk to other parents who could understand to their experiences. Another option for initially providing supportive communities for parents of children with chronic illnesses would be organizing a parent-to-parent support system, in which a parent who has more experience caring for a child with a chronic illness is connected with a parent of a recently diagnosed child to act as somewhat of a guide or mentor. Parent-to-parent support has been shown to reduce anxiety in mothers of children with chronic illnesses (Ireys, Chernoff, DeVet, & Kim, 2001).
Theoretical Application

Bioecological theory. Bioecological Theory (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, 1989) provides a useful framework for investigating the connections between community belonging and posttraumatic growth. This theory acknowledges the connections between human development and the various settings in which a person is either directly or indirectly connected (Kazak, 1989). Outcomes for parents of children with chronic illnesses will be affected not only by their own family interactions, but by interactions with many other groups, such as their healthcare system.

Bioecological theory assumes that human beings are both biological and social by nature (White & Klein, 2008). As a result the theory focuses more on the physical environment and biophysical characteristics than many other theories. Therefore, it is a natural fit for examining the relationship between community belonging, which is directly related to environment, and the experience of posttraumatic growth. The theory also assumes that human beings depend both on the environment (e.g. for food) and, since we are social by nature, on other human beings (White & Klein). This would suggest that parents in this study may use their communities as a source of important social resources. Another assumption is that interactions are organized proximally (White & Klein). Therefore the community in which one resides will have an effect on their interaction patterns, and as a result may have an effect on their social resources. The last assumption which is important for this study is that actions should be understood on various levels (White & Klein). This study focuses primarily on the personal and community levels.
For families, the ecosystem consists of the family itself and its environmental interactions. Individuals are affected by multiple forces on multiple ecological levels. The levels are seen as nested within one another, meaning that the larger systems also contain the smaller systems (Bronfenbrenner, 1979). The smallest system, the microsystem, refers to interactions between an individual and the present immediate environment. Next is the mesosystem, which refers to interactions between the different microsystems to which an individual belongs. This could include interactions between home and work for parents or, for parents of children with chronic illnesses, interactions between the home, work, and healthcare environments. The exosystem refers to environments which do not directly contain the individual, but still influence the individual and/or their current environment. For parents, their child’s school is usually a part of the exosystem, as they are not typically present in the school yet are affected by the requirements of the school and their child’s feelings about the school. The macrosystem does not refer to any physical environment, but rather the cultural influences which affect environments. This can include, but are not limited to, laws, cultural norms, and religious beliefs. The chronosystem was added later (Bronfenbrenner, 1989) and refers to the element of time and how timing also affects how an individual responds to events.

Ecosystems contain niches, or regular patterns of activities (White & Klein, 2008). These patterns dictate the tasks required to facilitate functioning and adapt in order to ensure needs are met. For example, many mother’s fill child-rearing roles in their family by taking on tasks such as preparing the child’s meals and providing
emotional support. In this sense, many mothers are a part of the childcare niche. Parents of children with chronic illnesses may need to develop unique niches in order to accommodate the needs of their family. Every individual also has an adaptive range (White & Klein, 2008). This means individuals have a range of abilities and resources to draw on, but options available are limited to this range. Parents of children with chronic illnesses will have an adaptive range for adjusting to their child’s diagnosis and related needs.

**Motivation sequence.** The Thinking-Feeling-Acting (TFA) Model has been used in counseling both to support the counselor-client relationship and to better understand an individual’s response in different situations (Mueller, Dupuy, & Hutchins, 1994). However, TFA can also be looked at as a sequence which can explain human behaviors, responses, and outcomes. For example, when one thinks their effort has resulted in their success, they will be more likely to experience the feeling of pride in their work, which will affect their effort and expectation for success in the future (Graham, 1994). Bernard Weiner (2012) points out, in relation to his Attribution Theory of Motivation, that thinking guides feelings and feelings guide actions or behaviors. This provides a useful framework for seeing how community support might affect the experience of posttraumatic growth. Community support will likely affect how one thinks about the challenges of caring for a child with a chronic illness, these thoughts will affect how one feels about the challenges, which will in turn affect their behaviors and, perhaps, their PTG outcomes.
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APPENDIX A

PARENT RECRUITMENT POST

Dear Child Life Forum,

My name is Colleen Gannon and I am a graduate student at Illinois State University completing my Master’s degree in Family and Consumer Sciences with an emphasis in Child Life. I am conducting research for my Master’s thesis that explores concepts of posttraumatic growth (positive outcomes of stress) and community belonging as they relate to parents of children with chronic illness.

Parents are eligible to take the survey if they have a child who has been professionally diagnosed with a chronic illness. I need and would greatly appreciate your help with this endeavor, as the goals of my research has potential to better inform our understanding of the Child Life specialist’s role in supporting parents that have had a traumatic experience.

The email text and link to the survey are both provided here as an attachment. Simply copy and send the letter with the survey link to the parent participants via email.

Their participation is voluntary and will not be connected to you other than dissemination of information about the opportunity to participate in the study. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me directly at cgannon@ilstu.edu or contact my faculty supervisor, Dr. Bill Anderson at jander2@ilstu.edu.

My sincere thanks for your time and consideration,

Colleen Gannon
M.S. Candidate
Family and Consumer Science- emphasis in Child Life
Illinois State University
Dear Child Life Forum,

My name is Colleen Gannon and I am a graduate student at Illinois State University completing my Master’s degree in Family and Consumer Sciences with an emphasis in Child Life. I am conducting research for my Master’s thesis that explores the creation of community in the hospital environment. This research will allow you to reflect on the available supports in your setting and the potential benefits that creating community could offer to parents that have undergone a traumatic experience.

You are eligible to take the survey if you are a Child Life Specialist who works with chronically ill children and their families. I would greatly appreciate, and need your help with this endeavor, as the goals of my research has potential to better inform our understanding of the Child Life specialist’s role in supporting parents that have had a traumatic experience.

The questionnaire is administered through the online survey software Select Survey. The link to the survey is provided below. It should take no longer than 10 minutes to complete.

The information that you provide will not be linked to you in any way. Data will be used as aggregate data in a database. All records will be kept confidential.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me directly at cgannon@ilstu.edu or contact my faculty supervisor, Dr. Bill Anderson at jander2@ilstu.edu.

To access the survey please follow click on the link below or copy and paste it into your web browser.

My sincere thanks for your time and consideration,

Colleen Gannon
M.S. Candidate
Family and Consumer Science- emphasis in Child Life
Illinois State University
APPENDIX C

PARENT DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SURVEY

What is your relationship to the child with a chronic illness/disability?

- I am the mother of a child with an illness, injury, and/or disability.
- I am the father of a child with an illness, injury, and/or disability.
- Other, please specify:

What is your current relationship status?

- I am married
- I am a single parent
- Other, please specify:

What was your relationship status at the time of your child’s diagnosis?

- I was a single parent when my child was diagnosed and/or injured.
- I was married when my child was diagnosed and/or injured.
- Other, please specify:

Check your highest level of education:

- I have a high school diploma or equivalent.
- I am currently attending college.
- I attended some college.
- I have a college degree.
☐ I have a master’s degree.  ☐ I have a doctoral degree

What is your current household income per month before taxes: (Check one)

☐ $0-500  ☐ $1000-2000
☐ $500-1000  ☐ $2000-3000
☐ $1000-2000  ☐ $3000-4000
☐ $3000-4000  ☐ $4000 and over

Which identity do you most identify as:

☐ Asian  ☐ Native American
☐ African American  ☐ White
☐ Hispanic  ☐ Other

What is your current age?

☐ 18-25  ☐ 48-55
☐ 26-32  ☐ 56-60
☐ 33-40  ☐ 61+
☐ 41-47

How many children do you have?

☐ 1  ☐ 3
☐ 2  ☐ 4
☐ 5  ☐ 6 or more
At what age was your child diagnosed and/or injured?

☐ 0-11 months  ☐ 7-11 years

☐ 1-3 years  ☐ 12-14 years

☐ 4-6 years  ☐ 15-18 years

How old is your child with the illness, disability, or injury currently?

☐ 0-11 months  ☐ 7-11 years

☐ 1-3 years  ☐ 12-14 years

☐ 4-6 years  ☐ 15-18 years

How long has it been is your child was diagnosed and/or injured?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

What type of illness, injury, and/or disability does your child was your child diagnosed with?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

55
What is the approximate size of the community in which you are currently living?

- [ ] Less than 600
- [ ] 600-5,000
- [ ] 5,000-15,000
- [ ] 15,000-50,000
- [ ] 50,000-200,000
- [ ] 200,000+
APPENDIX D

POSTTRAUMATIC GROWTH INVENTORY ELECTRONIC COPY

Indicate for each of the statements below the degree to which this change occurred in your life as a result of your crisis [or researcher inserts specific descriptor here], using the following scale.

Note to investigators – you will need to format the items so that participants have a way of responding to each one. The procedure we recommend is to place the numerical values of the scale after each item.

In addition, the Roman numeral codes for the factors should also be removed.

0= I did not experience this change as a result of my crisis.
1= I experienced this change to a very small degree as a result of my crisis.
2= I experienced this change to a small degree as a result of my crisis.
3= I experienced this change to a moderate degree as a result of my crisis.
4= I experienced this change to a great degree as a result of my crisis.
5= I experienced this change to a very great degree as a result of my crisis.

1. I changed my priorities about what is important in life. (V)
2. I have a greater appreciation for the value of my own life. (V)
3. I developed new interests. (II)
4. I have a greater feeling of self-reliance. (III)
5. I have a better understanding of spiritual matters. (IV)
6. I more clearly see that I can count on people in times of trouble. (I)
7. I established a new path for my life. (II)
8. I have a greater sense of closeness with others. (I)
9. I am more willing to express my emotions. (I)
10. I know better that I can handle difficulties. (III)
11. I am able to do better things with my life. (II)
12. I am better able to accept the way things work out. (III)
13. I can better appreciate each day. (V)
14. New opportunities are available which wouldn't have been otherwise. (II)
15. I have more compassion for others. (I)
16. I put more effort into my relationships. (I)
17. I am more likely to try to change things which need changing. (II)
18. I have a stronger religious faith. (IV)
19. I discovered that I'm stronger than I thought I was. (III)
20. I learned a great deal about how wonderful people are. (I)
21. I better accept needing others. (I)

**Note:** Scale is scored by adding all responses. Factors are scored by adding responses to items on each factor. Items to which factors belong are not listed on form administered to participants.

**PTGI Factors**
Factor I: Relating to Others
Factor II: New Possibilities
Factor III: Personal Strength
Factor IV: Spiritual Change
Factor V: Appreciation of Life
APPENDIX E

PERCEIVED COMMUNITY SUPPORT QUESTIONNAIRE

Items are ranked on a 5-point scale ranging from (1) Strongly Disagree to (5) Strongly Agree

*Note: Dimension Categories will not be included on participant surveys.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Dimension I: Community Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>I identify with my community.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>My opinions are valued in my community.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Few people in my community know who I am.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>I feel like my community is my own.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>I collaborate in organizations and associations in my community.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>I take part in activities in my community.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>I take part in activities in my community.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>I respond to calls for support in my community.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>I don’t take part in socio-recreational activities in my community.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>I could find people that would help me feel better</td>
<td>Dimension III: Community Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>I could find someone to listen to me when I feel down.</td>
<td>Dimension III: Community Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>I would find a source of satisfaction for myself.</td>
<td>Dimension III: Community Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>I would be able to cheer up and get in a better mood.</td>
<td>Dimension III: Community Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>I would relax and easily forget my problems.</td>
<td>Dimension III: Community Organizations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX F

CHILD LIFE SPECIALIST SURVEY

What is your current age?

☐ 21-25  ☐ 41-50
☐ 26-32  ☐ 51-60
☐ 33-40  ☐ 60+

How many years have you been a child life specialist?

☐ 1-2  ☐ 6-10.
☐ 3-5  ☐ 11-15
☐ 15+

How many years have you worked at the hospital where you are currently employed?

☐ 1-2  ☐ 11-15
☐ 3-5  ☐ 15+
☐ 6-10

What is the approximate size of the hospital where you are currently employed?

☐ 99 or fewer beds  ☐ 100-199 beds
☐ 200-299 beds  ☐ 300-399 beds
☐ 400-499 beds ☐ 500+ beds

What areas of the hospital do you currently work?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Select the gender with which you most identify:

☐ Male

☐ Female

Select your highest level of education

☐ I have a high school diploma ☐ I have a college degree

☐ I attended some college ☐ I have a master’s degree

☐ I am currently attending college ☐ I have a doctoral degree

The hospital I work in as in a(n):

☐ Urban Community ☐ Rural Community

☐ Suburban Community
Do you believe your hospital makes efforts to create community for parents with chronic illnesses within the hospital? If yes, please describe:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Have you witnessed parents of children with chronic illnesses who have experienced positive life changes as a result of the experience of parenting a child with a chronic illness? If yes, please describe changes you have seen without identifying any patient or parent:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

If answered yes to the previous question: Do you believe hospital programming or efforts to create community within the hospital had an effect on the parent’s experience of positive changes? If yes, please explain:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Dear Participant:

My name is Colleen Gannon; I am a graduate student under the direction of Dr. Bill Anderson in the Department of Family and Consumer Sciences at Illinois State University. I am conducting a research study to explore how some parents experience positive outcomes following a stressful event, in this instance, the diagnosis of their child with a chronic illness.

I am requesting your participation, which will involve completing two questionnaires regarding your family and growing through a traumatic event. These two questionnaires should take no longer 10-20 minutes each. You will also be asked to provide some basic demographic information.

Your participation in this study is voluntary. Although the foreseeable risks are minimal and no adverse events are anticipated, some individuals may experience minimal psychological discomfort in completing the paper inventories as their child's condition
will certainly be most salient at this time. If you choose not to participate or to withdraw from the study at any time, there will be no penalty. The results of the research study may be published, but your name will never be used.

Although there may be no direct benefit to you, the possible benefit of your participation is improved efforts to support parents who have experienced this event.

If you have any questions concerning the research study, please call me at (319) 504-9014 or Dr. Bill Anderson at (309) 438-3256.

Sincerely,

Colleen Gannon

If you have any questions about your rights as a subject/participant in this research, or if you feel you have been placed at risk, you can contact the Research Ethics & Compliance Office at Illinois State University at (309) 438-2529.
Dear Participant:

My name is Colleen Gannon; I am a graduate student under the direction of Dr. Bill Anderson in the Department of Family and Consumer Sciences at Illinois State University. I am conducting a research study to explore how some parents experience positive outcomes following a stressful event.

I am requesting your participation, which will involve completing a short questionnaire regarding creating community within the hospital environment and observed positive changes in parents’ after a traumatic event. This questionnaires should take no longer 10-15 minutes each. You will also be asked to provide some basic demographic information.

No marked risks are anticipated as a result of participating in this research. However, some participants may experience discomfort when answering questions related to their working with families of children with chronic illnesses as they may be reminded of
some of the stresses of working with these families. Your participation in this study is voluntary. If you choose not to participate or to withdraw from the study at any time, there will be no penalty. The results of the research study may be published, but your name will never be used. Although there may be no direct benefit to you, the possible benefit of your participation is improved efforts to support parents who have experienced a traumatic event.

If you have any questions concerning the research study, please call me at (319) 504-9014 or Dr. Bill Anderson at (309) 438-3256.

Sincerely,

Colleen Gannon